
 
 
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

HITACHI DATA SYSTEMS ANNOUNCES INTENT TO ACQUIRE 

PENTAHO TO DELIVER MORE VALUE FROM BIG DATA AND THE 

INTERNET OF THINGS THAT MATTER  

 

Acquisition delivers data integration, business analytics expertise, and foundational 

technologies that accelerate big data value   

 

Santa Clara, Calif., FEBRUARY 10, 2015 – Hitachi Data Systems Corporation (HDS), a 

wholly owned subsidiary of Hitachi, Ltd. (TSE: 6501), today announced its intent to acquire 

Pentaho Corporation, a leading big data integration and business analytics company with an 

open source-based platform for diverse big data deployments.  

 

The acquisition of Pentaho – the largest private big data acquisition transaction to date – is 

expected to be complete by June 2015, and is subject to customary closing conditions. Upon 

the close of the acquisition, Pentaho will become “Pentaho, a Hitachi Data Systems company” 

and will retain its brand. Pentaho will continue to execute its current business model under 

the leadership of Pentaho CEO, Quentin Gallivan, who will report to Kevin Eggleston, HDS 

senior vice president, Social Innovation and Global Industries.   

 

This acquisition helps to fulfill Hitachi’s strategy of delivering business innovations that 

integrate machine data, information technology, and analytics to distill value from big data 

and the Internet of Things. This acquisition is a transformational event for the big data 

industry, and will accelerate enterprise adoption of big data technologies and solutions 

through easier, faster deployment, leading to faster ROI. 

 

Pentaho software and expertise will advance the current HDS portfolio of products and 

services, and help bring additional HDS big data solutions to market sooner. The result will 

be unique, comprehensive solutions to address specific challenges through a shared 

analytics platform. The Hitachi shared analytics platform will be a reference architecture that 

brings together and orchestrates different technologies from Hitachi, partners and the open 

source community. It will allow developers to add new capabilities on top of existing 

technologies for faster response to business needs.  

 

“Data remains an untapped resource for many organizations and businesses – with the 

realization of the value of that data remaining a challenge,” said Kevin Eggleston, senior vice 
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president, Social Innovation and Global Industries, Hitachi Data Systems. “The combination 

of Hitachi’s broad industry expertise, advanced information technologies, and now Pentaho 

software and the talented team of experts, will enable us to give customers a more complete 

solution to manage their data – allowing them to leverage the power of big data and Internet 

of Things in a quicker and simpler way.”  

 

“We are pleased to join the Hitachi Data Systems family and truly believe our complementary 

set of solutions will accelerate the adoption of big data deployments and Internet of Things 

applications,” said Quentin Gallivan, chairman and chief executive officer, Pentaho. “The 

broad resources, expertise and global presence of Hitachi Data Systems, as well as Hitachi, 

Ltd., help ensure a strong foundation for Pentaho to continue to accelerate our big data 

analytics and data orchestration capabilities, bring new innovations to market, and expand 

support for current and future customers.”  

 

Big Data, Analytics and the Internet of Things That Matter 

This acquisition builds on an existing OEM relationship between the two companies and is a 

core component of the HDS strategy to accelerate its Social Innovation business and 

become a leader in IoT. Social Innovation is the unifying strategy across Hitachi businesses 

to deliver solutions that enable healthier, safer and smarter societies. The Pentaho vision to 

create transformational value from data generated and interconnected across people and 

things is brought to life by a big data orchestration platform to power embedded analytics.   

 

As part of the Hitachi Social Innovation strategy, HDS is actively engaging in the practical use 

of connected machines and sensors and how IoT can improve business and society – or the 

Internet of Things that matter. Seamless integration of solutions for big data requires 

capabilities in several areas, including deep domain expertise, analytics technology, and an 

end-to-end platform. Hitachi is entirely unique in its ability to deliver on all of these elements.   

 

Pentaho delivers a foundational technology for big data. The fundamental promise of big data 

is to enable customers to capture, blend and analyze a broader array of data sources to 

derive new business insights. The Pentaho platform simplifies preparing and blending any 

data and includes a spectrum of tools that enable users to easily analyze, visualize, explore, 

report insights and predict outcomes. Pentaho offers a platform that is open, embeddable 

and extensible, which allows it to deliver data and analytics as a service to customers and 

partners. The platform is architected to ensure that each member of an organization’s team – 

from developers and data scientists to business users – can easily translate data into 

competitive advantage.  
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Find Out More 

• Follow the conversation on the HDS Community Innovation Center 

• Join the conversation on Pentaho's blogs  

• Follow HDSCorp on Twitter 

• Follow Pentaho on Twitter 

• Find out about Hitachi Data Systems solutions at www.hds.com 

• Visit Pentaho at www.pentaho.com 

 

About Hitachi Data Systems 

Hitachi Data Systems, a wholly owned subsidiary of Hitachi, Ltd., provides information 

technologies, services and solutions that help companies improve IT costs and agility, and 

innovate with information to make a difference in the world. Our products, services and 

solutions are trusted by the world's leading enterprises, including more than 70% of the 

Fortune 100 and more than 80% of the Fortune Global 100. Visit us at http://www.hds.com/. 

 

About Hitachi, Ltd. 

Hitachi, Ltd. (TSE: 6501), headquartered in Tokyo, Japan, delivers innovations that answer 

society’s challenges with our talented team and proven experience in global markets. The 

company’s consolidated revenues for fiscal 2013 (ended March 31, 2014) totaled 9,616 

billion yen ($93.4 billion). Hitachi is focusing more than ever on the Social Innovation 

Business, which includes infrastructure systems, information & telecommunication systems, 

power systems, construction machinery, high functional materials & components, automotive 

systems, health care and others. For more information on Hitachi, please visit the company's 

website at http://www.hitachi.com. 
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http://blog.pentaho.com/
https://twitter.com/HDScorp
https://twitter.com/pentaho
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http://www.hitachi.com/


------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Information contained in this news release is current as 
of the date of the press announcement, but may be subject 
to change without prior notice. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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